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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 As an English student afflicted by the liberal arts’ general skittishness concerning 
science, I waited until the very last moment to fulfill my undergraduate science requirements. 
Sitting in what was supposed to be my very last science class -- Geology of the National Parks -- 
I couldn’t wait to get it over with. I liked National Parks, and I figured the geology part of the 
class wouldn’t be too hard.  
 Little did I know, my academic interests were about to start somersaulting. I was 
captivated by geology. Who knew that science could ever look this creative? I was shocked to 
find that my friends in the class weren’t as enthusiastic as I was. Thinking in four dimensions, 
visualizing time through space, drawing conclusions from tactile observations -- it was all new 
and inexplicably exciting.  
 As I went on to pursue and complete a minor in Geology, I saw my studies in English 
overlapping with my studies in Earth Science. Mineral identifications were close readings, using 
small analyses to help understand a bigger picture, like examining a whole book or larger 
stratigraphic sequence. Here and there, Geology professors would facilitate understanding of 
tricky concepts using literary devices like metaphor and analogy. In reading literary historical 
documents from Thomas Jefferson and Henry David Thoreau, I conversely recognized the 
geological significance of the Appalachians and fluvial processes in American writing. The 
surprising connections between my studies in the arts and the sciences accumulated, and before 
long, the venn diagram of English and Geology became a circle. 
 

--------- 
 
 Geoscience is a topic of increasing importance to the average citizen, and we, as a 
society, need to better equip geoscientists with skills to explain findings in a way that is 
communicable to the general public. For an average person to understand a scientific article 
about climate change, they may have to reference other sources for definitions of jargon and 
descriptions of processes before they can fully understand any of the writing. What would it look 
like to eliminate that secondary reading process? What are the benefits and disadvantages of 
writing for a public audience with no assumed knowledge of science? How will improving the 
accessibility of scientific literature influence public understanding of and interest in geoscience?  

While it is undeniably important for citizens to understand science, this may not be the 
ultimate goal; understanding is merely a midpoint between ignorance and appreciation. In order 
to appreciate something, people often feel the need to understand it first. If geoscientists use 
creative writing to cultivate an understanding of geoscience, they will simultaneously cultivate 
an appreciation for the planet and its processes. As the Anthropocene debate gains traction and 
climate change populates more and more headlines, it is essential for the average person to 
understand and appreciate their role in Earth processes. Bjornerud writes: 



The unprecedented scale of human changes to the planet’s topography is one of the 
arguments for the concept of the Anthropocene, a new division of the geologic timescale 
marked by the emergence of humans as a global geologic force. We are literally changing 
the configuration of the continents and remaking the world map. [...] [T]hese alterations 
will set in motion a cascade of side effects -- hydrologic, biological, social, economic, 
and political -- that will define the human agenda for centuries. In other words, 
thoughtless disregard for the work of the geologic past means we cede control of our own 
future. (Bjornerud 91) 

Humans are becoming (if they have not already become) major agents of geomorphic change, 
and many are unaware of their own species’ significance in the geological record. According to 
Susanna Lilja-Buchardt, a Danish glaciologist I studied under for a summer, humans have 
surpassed glaciers and rivers as the most erosive force on the planet. If we are to claim this title, 
it is our duty to understand the workings of the Earth. Increasing public understanding of 
geoscience and thus increasing appreciation of geoscience is the only way forward as effects of 
climate change impact more and more of daily life. 
 

--------- 
 
 Literature and science typically occupy opposite sides of a cultural boxing ring. Pitted 
against one another time and time again, people fall into one of two teams: standing with science 
or standing with art. Artists dismiss the unfeeling calculations and hard conclusions of science 
and scientists reject the unprovable conjectures and intense emotionality of art. In Letters to a 
Young Scientist, Edward O. Wilson asks how these opponents can reconcile: 

A source of the ground strength of science are the connections made not only variously 
within physics, chemistry, and biology, but also among these primary disciplines. A very 
large question remains in science and philosophy. It is as follows: Can this consilience -- 
connections made between widely separated bodies of knowledge -- by extended to the 
social sciences and humanities, including even the creative arts? I think it can, and further 
I believe that the attempt to make such linkages will be a key part of intellectual life in 
the remainder of the twenty-first century. (Wilson 62-3) 

In this work, I seek to take on Wilson’s challenge. I do so partially as an ambassador between 
fields; although my knowledge of either field is limited to my undergraduate coursework, I speak 
both languages. And as we journey through the relationship between science and art, I will begin 
to speak both of these languages at once. Not every other word, not a sentence here and a 
sentence there -- rather, doublespeak. Within these pages, you will find one central argument: 
that science and art should, and already do, belong together.  
 

--------- 
 



 It is my goal in this work to emphasize the importance of utilizing literature and creative 
writing in describing geology, and through examining existing texts from writers and 
geoscientists alike, help geoscientists to develop their creative writing skills. Each chapter of this 
text will consist of personal insights coupled with a brief literature review, culminating in a 
creative exercise for readers to complete. Although these exercises are by no means mandatory, 
they are relatively simple and will only serve to strengthen readers’ skills in and appreciation for 
creative communication. 
 While I will reference several texts throughout this work, my core texts consist of Marcia 
Bjornerud’s Timefulness: How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World and Edward 
O. Wilson’s Letters to a Young Scientist. It may be helpful to read these texts in addition to this 
work, but it is not necessary in the least. Should the reader be interested in reading more about 
this topic, all referenced texts as well as additional suggested readings will be available in 
Appendix C. Full citations of all texts referenced are available in Appendix D.  
 
 

  



Chapter 2: The Creative Process as the Scientific Method 
 
“The ideal scientist thinks like a poet and only later works like a bookkeeper. Keep in mind that 

innovators in both literature and science are basically dreamers and storytellers. In the early 
stages of creation of both literature and science, everything in the mind is a story. There is an 
imagined ending, and usually an imagined beginning, and a selection of bits and pieces that 

might fit in between. [...] But is it the best, is it true? To bring the end safely home is the goal of 
the creative mind.” 

 - Edward O. Wilson, Letters to a Young Scientist  
 

--------- 
 
 Despite the undeniable differences between the arts and the sciences, it is my true belief 
that they unfold in the same way. Starting in elementary school, students learn the scientific 
method: making an observation, designing an experiment, testing, retesting, peer review, sharing 
findings. Until I went to college and sat in my first creative writing class, I had no inkling that 
the scientific process and creative writing process (at least as far as my own process is 
concerned) are essentially the same. 
 Many writers have different processes for getting their ideas to paper, and mine in 
particular almost perfectly reflects the scientific method. Nearly all of my ideas are borne from 
observation. One of my creative writing professors urges the students to start keep small 
notebooks with them at all times to write down interesting bits of language -- overheard 
conversation, an out of place advertisement, an interesting word choice from a professor. The 
noticing process doesn’t even have to be lingual, it can be visual or sensory in other ways. My 
most recent poem began simply, when I saw a plastic bag caught in the branches of a tree and 
filling up like a parachute. In this way, the creative process begins with the same roots as the 
scientific method. You have to notice something and have the desire to unpack it, to figure out 
what makes it special or different, to explore what’s going on.  
 Beyond noticing, the actual practice of writing also mirrors science. After all, creative 
writing is just one big experiment: how can we use language in innovative ways to convey 
deeper or more efficient meanings than traditional writing? While applying that question to 
whatever our noticed subject happens to be, we must come up with an experiment design. What 
form will be best for this subject? Should I even start on the left-hand margin? How have 
previous creative writers addressed this topic? What kind of research on the subject must I do 
before I begin? All of these and more are essential questions for me, before my pen even hits the 
paper. Without good design and preparation, creative work is sure to go nowhere.  

A good hypothesis is one that has been tested and retested over time, and a good poem is 
one that has been written and rewritten over time. The first draft of a piece is comparable to the 
first run of an experiment: it could, miraculously, go well. Or it could go horrendously. However 
the first trial plays out in either scientific or creative situations, the next step is to try again. 



Sometimes that means rethinking elements of your work, switching bits in and out to see what is 
most effective. Other times, it could mean scrapping everything and starting over. Occasionally, 
towards the end of the process, it’s simply fine tuning. And at some point within these stages, a 
lucky poet can bring their poem to a workshop -- a group of other writers who will critically 
evaluate and discuss the work for the benefit of the poem and the poet. Sound familiar? Does 
peer review come to mind? Although the processes certainly are different, they are invariably 
connected. And like successful hypotheses go on to become theories, laws, or facts, successful 
poems go on to get published, win awards, and potentially become classics. 

 
--------- 

 
The intersection of creativity and the sciences, particularly within the field of geology, 

must be celebrated and recognized more widely. Through recognizing the creativity of the 
scientific method, students of earth science will see the relationship of the two as completely 
unified. Bjornerud remarks on her transition in studies from the liberal arts to geology: 

[Geology] applied scholarly habits one associates with the study of literature and the arts 
-- the practice of close reading, sensitivity to allusion and analogy, capacity for spatial 
visualization -- to the examination of rocks. [...] And its explanatory power was vast; it 
was nothing less than the etymology of the world. (21-22) 

Here, Bjornerud conflates literature and geology: geology is not only like literature, the habits 
one applies to both disciplines are essentially the same. She is not wrong in these associations. 
These “scholarly habits” align often, and it can be helpful for artists and scientists alike to 
recognize these similarities. Many geology professors have referred to practices of hydrology, 
geomorphology, and stratigraphy as the reconstruction of stories. Studying literature encourages 
a similar process: taking an existing story and teasing out meanings, connections, and messages. 
Geoscientists do exactly the same with the rock record.  
 And just as the process of geoscientists aligns closely with the process of academics in 
the world of literature, professional roles also mirror each other. Just as geology has fields in 
paleontology, stratigraphy, and general Earth history, professionals in the world of literature 
study texts in various time periods gain a greater understanding and appreciation of written 
culture throughout history. Geomorphologists and structural geologists seek an understanding of 
underlying processes that produce the landscapes we see today, and literary analysis, particularly 
when accompanied by biographical information about the author, utilizes the same standard to 
reconstruct how certain stories came to be. There are incredibly strong connections between 
these disciplines if one only looks for them; beyond positions and methods, the geosciences and 
arts have plenty to share. 
  

--------- 
 



 Take, for example, Bill Bryson. His work is a helpful point of comparison for art and 
science because so much of his writing addresses science though it falls into creative nonfiction. 
Footprints of the scientific method appear in his process. Bryson discusses his writing process 
quite candidly in a 2015 interview with Anna Horan, a Melbourne-based journalist. When asked 
about the very beginnings of his process, the idea phase, Bryson remarks: 

It’s natural to be curious about a lot of things. But when I’m going to do a book about it, 
the thing I have to factor in is that it’s going to be a big commitment of time and energy 
to a particular subject. So it’s got to be something you’re pretty confident you’re going to 
remain interested in for three or four years, or however long it takes to do the research or 
the writing. The other thing you have to factor in is: does it have some commercial 
viability? You have to persuade publishers in London, New York, Sydney, Toronto, 
everywhere, that this is a story that has reasonable chance of selling in their own markets, 
and that’s not always the easiest thing in the world.  

Just as scientific endeavors are bound in observation, so are Bryson’s creative endeavors. He 
even says it himself: curiosity is natural. Bryson’s curiosity has taken him all over the globe in 
pursuit of writing, and it is clear even in reading a few pages of Bryson’s work that he is 
interested in observing. Beyond observation alone, the process that Bryson subjects these ideas 
to -- whether or not it’s worth the work and time commitment, if the idea will be interesting 
long-term, how it will be funded -- all sound similar to questions that scientists must ask before 
beginning research. In designing an experiment, scientists must ask themselves and colleagues 
nearly the same questions: is this research sustainable for a long period of time? Will it still be 
interesting? Who is going to fund this research? What ideas will get sponsors on my side? Before 
he even starts writing, Bryson’s creative process already bears resemblance to the scientific 
method. 
 Beyond the observational process, Bryson also employs the scientific method while 
assessing the value of a book or an idea for a book, which combines sentiments of 
experimentation and peer-review. After Horan asks about what it’s like to run his ideas by his 
wife, Bryson responds: 

It’s helpful in that you can see what someone might respond to. Things that excite me 
don’t necessarily excite other people, and you see that if you start talking to them about 
whatever it was – Australian politics, or a scandal, or a murder case, or some sporting 
achievement – sometimes they just listen politely and you see they’re not all that 
interested. Other times you can see they’re really interested to know more. That’s very 
helpful in helping you make up your mind about what you want to write about. 

Bryson, though still in the foundational stages of the writing process, employs the ideas behind 
peer review. Peer review is a process that scientists put their work through not only to ensure that 
the work itself is scientifically viable, but also to gauge the importance of that work and its 
relevance to others’ research. Bryson seeks a similar goal by speaking to others about his 
proposed works, asking whether or not the subject would be valuable and important to others’ 
lives. It is also helpful to note that Bryson, despite having access to a massive literary community 



of knowledgeable editors and authors, runs these ideas by people like his family. Editors have a 
wealth of knowledge about the quality writing and how it can be improved, but by seeking 
feedback from his wife, Bryson gets information about the opinions of an average reader.  

Though Bryson draws from the sentiments behind peer review, perhaps scientists could 
benefit from his choice of audience. Of course, peer review should be done for articles in order 
to ensure that the research is scientifically high-caliber, and that review needs to be done by 
other scientists. But what if there was also a public review? Could there be a separate process 
where scientists could submit their research to a public audience and receive feedback on what 
it’s like to consume the material as a non-scientist? The information garnered from that process 
could help shape the type of research that scientists do and the ways in which they communicate 
that research. Naturally, scientists will know what subjects are best to research, but there could 
be a benefit to a public review process which tells them what subjects the public is interested in 
reading about. It could help scientists to write different versions of their research, one for 
scientific journals and one for the public. A public review process could benefit scientists and 
science communication immensely, with many potential offshoots, and most of them positive.  
 

--------- 
 

 In this exercise, you are encouraged to think about the scientific method embedded within 
the creative process. Mull it over in your mind if need be, and when you feel ready, ask a 
creative mind of any kind (writer, artist, musician, etc) to describe what their process looks like. 
How do you see the scientific method in their work? Are any parts missing? Any extra parts?  
 Feel free to reference the creative contacts in Appendix A if you’re having trouble 
finding an arist to collaborate with for this exercise. At a minimum, look up the process of a 
famous musician, writer, or any other artist.  
 
 

  



Chapter 3: Choosing Your Words Carefully 
 
 As an English major, most of my days are spent thinking about words. Yes, large-scale 
readings of literature are inherently valuable for examining plot, themes, and character 
development; but very few analyses excite me more than close readings, where sometimes a 
single word can inspire five or six different interpretations of a text. For many students, defining 
moments of their college career are landing a dream internship or finally getting through a 
notoriously challenging class. For me, it was all about falling in love with the Oxford English 
Dictionary. 
 I never realized how useful of a tool the OED could be, and its uses aren’t limited to 
literature. Before I knew it, I was using the OED for definitions in daily life. I was consuming 
them. The OED, as opposed to the definitions offered by other dictionaries, provides multiple 
definitions, historical examples of word usage, and etymologies, which I have found particularly 
helpful in my studies in science. 
 While reading my groundwater hydrology textbook, taking a look at aquifers and 
aquitards, my interest in etymology sprung up. Most people understand “aqui-” as pertaining to 
water. With words like aquarium, aquatic, and aqua, the associations are hard to miss. But 
drawing on my previous studies in Latin, I suddenly wondered: Could the “-fer” suffix refer to 
the Latin ferre, meaning “to bear?” I took to the OED, and as it turns out, my intuitions were 
correct (OED s.v. “aquifer”). To bear water. From that point on, how could I ever misunderstand 
the meaning of aquifer?  

When we have conversations about scientific accessibility, excitement and thorough 
understanding are the goals that scientists should be aiming for. I believe that a deep appreciation 
of word choice can help geoscientists communicate science more clearly and help their audience 
come to a better understanding of geological phenomena. It has certainly been the case in my 
own experience. 
 

--------- 
 

 Think about a rock. Any rock. To the layman’s eye, it might be just that: a pebble or a 
grain of sand or a boulder. But to a geologist, that rock contains a deep and intense history about 
the Earth. It contains invaluable information about the processes of our planet -- it is a gift, and 
nothing less. The very same can be said for words. Remember Bjornerud: geology is the 
etymology of the earth (21-22). A word, on its own, may seem unimportant or simple to 
someone who has no experience with the study of words. But with a little bit of knowledge, 
words come alive just as much as rocks do. They, too, are gifts. And it would be foolish of 
anyone to ignore the great use that words can bring to geology and the overall field of science. 
 It is impossible to raise this topic without addressing the complications of technical 
language in inhibiting scientific accessibility. To folks who haven’t previously or recently 



studied science, technical writing and jargon can be brutal, unforgiving, and isolating. To 
reference E. O. Wilson’s experience with scientific tones of language: 

Scientific researchers have a hard enough time avoiding any utterance that might sound 
childish, poetic, or dilatory and insubstantial to other scientists. Hence a leathery, just-
the-facts style confines most personal accounts of scientific discovery, and a good story 
often comes out reticent and dull. (90)  

As much as Wilson certainly has the experience in the scientific community to make this claim, 
it is common knowledge that scientists struggle with communication skills. Although explicit 
technical writing is useful and important for scientists when writing reports or doing research, it 
is not appropriate for all situations, least of all communicating findings to the general public. But 
if scientists can adapt their mode of communication depending on their audience, the 
accessibility of science should, in theory, increase. Just as one adjusts the tone of conversation 
for different ages (if speaking to a five year old or a fifty year old), perhaps scientists should 
practice intentionally shifting the tone of their conversations for audiences of varying scientific 
literacy. Perhaps scientists should, on occasion, aim to explain concepts in a poetic or dilatory 
way. Such a shift requires practice in creative writing, and a fundamental step in that practice is 
understanding the importance of word choice.  
 The connection of geology and words is a topic that has been well-addressed by many 
writers, both creative and scientific. Obviously, language is as necessary to describe science as it 
is to describe anything. But what happens if the line between language and science gets blurred, 
if we start to view them as one and the same? From a scientific background, Bjornerud writes: 
“Early in an introductory geology course, one begins to understand that rocks are not nouns but 
verbs -- visible evidence of processes: a volcanic eruption, the accretion of a coral reef, the 
growth of a mountain belt” (8). Rocks are verbs. Action words. Conversely, Robert Macfarlane, 
a creative writer who spent a great deal of time compiling a glossary of lost landscape 
vocabulary for his book, Landmarks, writes: “Many of the glossary words are [...] memorably 
vivid. They function as topograms -- tiny landscape poems, folded up inside verbs and nouns.” 
Just as geoscientists like Bjornerud see language in geology, creative writers like Macfarlane are 
interested in the presence of geology in language.  
 

--------- 
 

 It is here where creative writing can be of immense benefit to geoscientists who are 
looking to expand their vocabulary and explore creative word choices. So often, creative writing 
(poetry in particular) centers around the search for perfectly economic language, where just one 
word can perfectly convey complex topics. The call for language of the earth’s complex beauty 
has been heard loud and clear from many voices. In “The Language of Zion,” Greer K. Chesher 
writes: 

To tell you the story of Zion, to have you feel it, see it, I want a different way of talking, 
a new alphabet. I want a language full of exacting definition[.] [...] I want a word to 



convey the first touch of sun hot on winter-white flesh so you can feel it, smell it. 
Scratch-and-sniff words; hot words and cold words; words jagged as a new-broken 
rockfall. Words that lie smooth as a waterworn pebble in your mind. (146) 

Geology is a field absolutely filled to the brim with scratch-and-sniff words, but the issue is that 
they may sometimes slip into inaccessibility. Take pahoehoe lava for example: pahoehoe is a 
word that moves. Any student who has taken introductory geology knows that pahoehoe is a 
Hawaiian term for a “smooth, unbroken type of lava.” (Ulukau Hawaiian Electronic Library s.v. 
“pa.hoe.hoe”) Even the languid pronunciation of the word stirs me to imagine its gravy-like 
movement. Beyond describing movement, geologic terms are full of meaning that can convey 
history and location: Plinian (or Vesuvian) eruptions are named for their similarity to the 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 CE. “Fjӧrd” is actually a Norwegian word, but everyone uses 
it for the landform because some of our most pristine examples of fjӧrds occur in Norway. Many 
of the names in the geologic timescale are derived from the names where these periods were 
discovered or best preserved: the Devonian Period after Devon, England; the Jurassic Period 
after the Jura mountains; the Ordovician after the Celtic tribe of the Ordovices. These terms -- 
these names -- are rich with meaning. The only problem with such a divine words as these is that 
I didn’t learn them until sitting in a 2000-level geology course at college. The average citizen is 
missing out on the incredibly vivid language of geology.  
 

--------- 
 

Although many geologic terms are already sensory and descriptive, the average person 
does not have the knowledge to recognize the occasional beauty embedded within jargon; as a 
response, geoscientists must think about ways to use colloquial language creatively. By making 
the intentional decision to embrace creative word choice, perhaps geologists will lose a bit of the 
trademark transparency of scientific language, but they will gain the ability to communicate the 
wonder and excitement of the science itself. In his research on the language of landscape, Robert 
Macfarlane encountered an incredible number of hyper-specific words in the dialects of British 
English: 

I also relished synonyms -- especially those that bring new energy to familiar entities. 
The variant English terms to icicle -- aquabob (Kent), clinkerbell and daggler 
(Hampshire), cancervell (Exmoor), ickle (Yorkshire), tankle (Durham) and shuckle 
(Cumbria) -- form a tinkling poem of their own. In Northamptonshire and East Anglia “to 
thaw” is to ungive. The beauty of this variant surely has to do with the paradox of thaw 
figured as restraint or retention, and the wintry notion that ocld, frost and snow might 
themselves be a form of gift -- an addition to the landscape that will in time be subtracted 
by warmth. 

Through soundwork alone, words like clinkerbell, ickle, and tankle convey inexplicable qualities 
of icicles. The sound of the word is equally as communicative as its definition. Who could lay 
eyes on an icicle and not agree that “daggler” would be an appropriate name? A scientist may 



look upon these words as nonsense, made-up terms in which aesthetics outweigh practicality. 
Such a scientist may consider instead the word “ungive” as a substitute for “to thaw.” Here, 
colloquial dialects have reshaped existing language and given it new life -- and within that new 
meaning, as Macfarlane suggests, the word assigns inherent appreciation to natural processes. 
One cannot use the term “ungive” if they do not consider the majesty of winter to be a gift.  
 Perhaps extreme colloquialisms or even the reworking of existing language is 
intimidating for scientists who have little experience in creative writing; in this case, why not 
simply examine the beauty and importance of ordinary words? In A Walk in the Woods, Bill 
Bryson writes of the Taconic, Acadian, and Alleghenian Orogenies: 

As the continents bumped and nudged, sometimes one continental plate would slide over 
another, pushing ocean floor before it, reworking the landscape for 150 miles or more 
inland. At other times it would plunge beneath, stirring up the mantle and resulting in 
long spells of volcanic activity and earthquakes. Sometimes the collisions would 
interleave layers of rock like shuffled playing cards. (68) 

Here, there is no seemingly outlandish language. There are no quirky colloquialisms or nonsense 
words; yet Bryson’s writing still carries intense descriptive properties. Consider his word choice 
when it comes to verbs. Here is a list of each verb utilized by Bryson in the preceding quote: 
bumped, nudged, slide, pushing, reworking, plunge, stirring, resulting, interleave. Perhaps the 
only verb here not carrying its weight is “resulting.” Every other verb is explicitly descriptive in 
its own right, carrying movement in every syllable. Creative writers have revealed the power that 
just one word can supply to an explanation of geology, and have shown that one can draw from 
existing language, rework that language, or embrace little-used colloquialisms to convey ideas. It 
is up to geoscientists to explore and to choose from these rich words while communicating.  
 

--------- 
 

It is of the utmost importance that geoscientists embrace the fluidity and creativity 
present in language. Language is ephemeral; new words are created every day, and justly so. 
There is a constant need for new language because there is a constant influx of new discoveries. 
These processes drive each other forward. Words both young and old inspire new research, 
recent discoveries require new language. Among Macfarlane’s word-hoard exists the delightful 
term, smeuse: “Smeuse is an English dialect noun for ‘the gap in the base of a hedge made by the 
regular passage of a small animal’; now I know the word smeuse, I notice these signs of 
creaturely commute more often.” Upon presenting Macfarlane’s article to one of my geology 
professors, he specifically expressed his interest in this word, for it serves great purpose in the 
growing field of geozoomorphology, the study of how animal behaviors can mark their place in 
geologic time.  

And whereas smeuse is an exciting term for budding geozoomorphologists, its purpose 
extends beyond the descriptive: its mere existence inspired awareness of geology. With creative 
usage of language, geoscientists and anyone communicating science can quietly encourage the 



act of noticing. It’s much harder to play hide-and-seek with geological features if one can’t name 
what they’re seeking: “[L]anguage deficit leads to attention deficit. As we deplete our ability to 
denote and figure particular aspects of our places, so our competence for understanding and 
imagining possible relationships with non-human nature is correspondingly depleted” 
(Macfarlane). By both bringing vivid geologic terms to public awareness and meeting the public 
halfway by embracing creative word choice such as colloquialisms, active verbs, and reworking 
old language, geoscientists can inspire public awareness of geological processes.  

 
--------- 

 
“I have realised that although place words are being lost, they are also being created. [...] We 

have forgotten 10,000 words for our landscapes, but we will make 10,000 more given time and 
inclination.” - Robert Macfarlane 

 
Geoscientists, more often than not, are namers. Scarps, moraines, dunes -- all of these 

features existed, nameless, for billions of years before we assigned words to them. And there are 
still countless features yet to be named. Macfarlane writes, “When I mentioned to my son that 
there was no word for the shining hump of water that rises above a submerged boulder in a 
stream, he suggested currentbum. Well, yes.” 

For this exercise, you’ll be practicing word choice and the flexibility of language by 
making up your own words for geological phenomena. Pick any three geological processes or 
artifacts, either named or unnamed, and produce a brand new word for it. The word can be based 
on sound, visual appearance, smell, or any other feature of the defined object. Feel free to draw 
on existing Greek and Latin roots of the English language or abandon them entirely. Have fun 
with it! If you feel silly, you’re doing it right. 
 
 

  



Chapter 4: Creating a Narrative for the Rock Record 
 
 Standing inside of Langjökull, Iceland’s second largest ice cap, I was overcome with 
emotion and fascination. A few meters beneath the surface, my classmates and I stared at the 
subtle layers preserved in the ice, squinting to make out where layers began and ended until… 
there it was. At my knees, a stark, jet-black line sliced through the white ice. The contrast was 
impossible to miss, and I knew immediately what I was looking at. 
 I saw the ash enveloping the island. The power of Ejayjallajökull bringing Iceland, and 
much of the world, to its knees. It was 2010, and I remember watching the news in Physical 
Science class, where I had studied geology for the first time. The plume, originating from 
Iceland’s southern coast, cut deep into the Atlantic. As a young student observing the event, I 
was bombarded with narratives both geologic and human. The explosion blocked air traffic and 
folks living in the affected area were concerned about its effects on their health. The images from 
the explosion alone told enough of a story. With smoke swallowing southern Iceland and spitting 
out over the Atlantic, Eyjafjallajökull announced its own narrative.  
 Eight years afterward, I was astonished to witness the explosion’s presence in the ice 
record. So many stories were contained within that thin but unmistakable line. I had the 
advantage of consuming the narrative as it was happening. I had the news and teachers to explain 
it to me. Even now, there’s a great deal of information available on this specific event. But what 
kinds of events was I missing out on? What other narratives of this planet’s history are embedded 
in its geological record, as sharp and clear as Eyjafjallajökull’s ash, which I wasn’t able to watch 
unfold? No one was there to record the Cambrian Explosion on tape. No one was writing articles 
about the Great Dying. Their presence in Earth history exists not in media, but in strata. And 
standing there, looking at the black ash preserved in Langjökull, I began to wonder how I could 
find, extract, and translate those narratives from rock to English. 
 

--------- 
 
 Everything in geology is technically just a story. Professors mention it all the time. While 
teaching us how to draw groundwater contours and flow lines, my hydrology professor, Dr. 
Laura Toran, recently remarked that all we are trying to do is tell a story. Where did water come 
from? Where is it going? In my very next class that day, Coastal Geomorphology, another of my 
professors, Dr. Ilya Buynevich, spoke of reconstructing the story of barrier islands as they 
migrate along the coast. Nearly every geology project, formal or informal, involves investigating 
some kind of mystery. Geoscientists work as detectives to uncover every possible detail of that 
story, squeezing it out of the rock record just as literature scholars squeeze meaning out of a 
stanzas and sentences. 

These stories -- these narratives -- are captivating to me as a geology student. But to most 
people, what’s going on with groundwater is likely of less interest. Addressing the general 
public’s indifference toward geologic narratives, Bjornerud writes: “As a species, we have a 



childlike disinterest and partial disbelief in the time before our appearance on Earth. With no 
appetite for stories lacking human protagonists, many people simply can’t be bothered with 
natural history” (Bjornerud 7). It’s hard to craft successful narratives about the rock record 
because these narratives span timescales that are often inaccessible to human life. Many stories 
of Earth history barely involve life at all, focused primarily on rock processes. But if 
geoscientists can harness the incredible power of written narrative, they can engage larger 
audiences and bring the excitement and drama of Earth history to the public’s attention. 
 A good story has a beginning, middle, and end. Most follow a basic plot diagram, one 
commonly introduced to young students to explain the mechanics of storytelling. Among other 
steps, every story should have exposition (providing important background information and 
establishing character motivation), rising action (in which the story builds and becomes more 
tense as the climax approaches), a climax (the main or most important event of the story occurs), 
then falling action (the plot relaxes and the story concludes). Though many stories deviate from 
this formula, it’s a helpful starting point for analyzing pre-existing narratives as well as for 
developing your own.  
 

--------- 
 

 Though he does not need to confront the inhuman obstacles which geologists will 
encounter while creating narratives for the rock record, Edward O. Wilson does an excellent job 
creating narratives for entomology and biology. Take, for example, a story from his book, Letters 
to a Young Scientist: 

Imagine that we could travel back in time to South America as it was ten million years 
ago and make a safari across its savanna [...]: Say we are there back then on the edge of a 
lake, early one sunny morning, turning our gaze slowly through a full circle. The 
vegetation looks much like modern savanna. Out in the water a crash of rhinoceros-like 
animals browse belly-deep through a bed of aquatic plants. On the shore something 
resembling a large weasel drags an odd-looking mouse into a clump of shrubs and 
disappears into a hole. A creature vaguely like a tapir watches immobile from the 
shadows of a nearby copse. Out of the high grass a big, catlike animal suddenly charges 
a herd of -- what? -- animals that are not quite horses. Its mouth is thrown open nearly 
180 degrees, knife-shaped canines projecting forward. The horse look-alikes panic and 
scatter in all directions. One stumbles, and . . . (210)  

Wilson’s greatest strength in this narrative is his willingness to consume the story with his 
readers. Not only does Wilson establish a setting on the edge of the lake in the morning, an 
image readers should easily be able to conjure in their minds, he instructs his readers on how to 
consume the scene: “turning our gaze slowly through a full circle.” Using first person plural (we, 
us), Wilson puts himself in the same position of discovery which he wants his readers in. This 
inclusion also appears later on in his narrative: “a herd of -- what? -- animals that are not quite 
horses.” Wilson’s medial “what?” here is brilliant. It allies Wilson with his readers as in a 



position of shock and learning. This position helps Wilson to model the kind of behavior ideal 
readers should have: curiosity, inquisitiveness, and complete attention. By experiencing the 
narrative with young scientists, Wilson can show them how a young scientist might look at the 
world. 
 Equally intelligent in this narrative is Wilson’s willingness to abandon jargon for more 
familiar terms. Instead of opting for proper, scientific names of the organisms which existed 
during this stage in time, Wilson supplies modern counterparts: “rhinocerous-like animals,” 
“odd-looking mouse,” and “big, catlike animal” usurp formal scientific names of these creatures. 
While, yes, using the proper names for these animals may help a reader to get a more accurate 
image of the scene, those readers would have to look up drawings or fossils of those creatures, 
imagine them into the scene, and then try to remember which animal goes with which name -- an 
arduous task for any reader. So instead, Wilson relates these animals to those of modern day, 
allowing readers to get a sense of what’s going on with a fraction of the work. He doesn’t even 
choose to include the formal names of these animals with their modern counterparts, showing 
that understanding the scene as a narrative is more important to Wilson than understanding the 
scene scientifically. That understanding can come later, but his primary purpose in this passage is 
to incite curiosity in the reader through narrative. 
 In this passage, Wilson also plays on the audience’s expectations of narrative to involve 
the reader in the creation of the story. He ends with a non-ending: “The horse look-alikes panic 
and scatter in all directions. One stumbles, and…” Nearly anyone can fill in the blank after the 
ellipses. Wilson knows that by simply including the phrase “One stumbles, and…” he can 
exclude what follows and still have a perfectly successful narrative. This choice not only shows 
creativity, but empowers the reader. The reader knows something. Yes, what they know could 
easily be guessed by anyone, but this choice allows the reader to participate in the narrative and 
reminds them that they do actually possess an understanding of natural processes. Let the reader 
see what they already know before engaging them with what they don’t. This tactic empowers 
the reader and reassures them of their prior knowledge, benefits which could not be achieved 
without Wilson’s expert use of narrative to illuminate science.  
  

--------- 
 

 Admittedly, your job as a geoscientist will be slightly harder. Biologists have life to play 
with. Geologists are tasked with the challenge of relating rocks to human readers. On the surface 
level, this seems to be a tough job: how can we bring something inanimate to life? Well, the 
secret is something you likely already know: that rocks are just barely inanimate. Including them 
in narratives may not be so hard after all. 
 If it has not already been made abundantly clear, it is absolutely essential that 
geoscientists adopt a communicable mode of writing; if scientific writing could benefit from 
including information as narrative rather than a listing of facts, then so the better. At this time, it 
is important to note that the entire discipline of geology was founded on terrible writing. James 



Hutton, one of the founding figures of geology and a brilliant man, struggled to explain his 
findings in writing:  

Hutton was by all accounts a man of the keenest insights and liveliest conversation, a 
delight in company, and without rival when it came to understanding the mysterious slow 
processes that shaped the Earth. Unfortunately, it was beyond him to set down his notions 
in a form that anyone could begin to understand. (Bryson 63) 

Hutton would go on to write Theory of the Earth, one of the first and most important texts in 
geoscience canon -- and also one of the most unbearable. Hutton’s book was even indecipherable 
to peers of equal scientific caliber: “Even Charles Lyell, the greatest geologist of the following 
century and a man who read everything, admitted he couldn’t get through it” (Bryson 66). So, 
Hutton sits down to write one of the most important texts in geoscience history and comes out 
with a product that not even Charles Lyell, an equally important figure in the discipline’s 
foundation, could not finish?   
 This is not to say that there are not extraordinary writers in geoscience. There certainly 
are, and Lyell is one of them; however, Hutton’s inability to write communicably, let alone 
engage audiences creatively, delayed the progress of geology as a field until Lyell could pick up 
where Hutton left off in a more accessible writing style (Bryson 63). What discoveries could 
have been made in that lost time?  
 Hutton sat at Siccar Point and made connections that forever changed the world of 
science. What was momentous and revolutionary in that observation turned sour when pen hit 
paper. If Hutton had only been able to dissect those layers of rock narratively as well as 
scientifically, perhaps his findings would have been more quickly adopted. There are a number 
of counterpoints which exist in present day -- stratigraphic sequences with rich narrative 
histories, waiting to be written.  
  

--------- 
 
 Your exercise is to write an elegy for a rock formation. An elegy, despite its association 
with death, is really about celebrating life. Your elegy should be inspired by some kind of rock 
formation and should tell the story of that rock’s life before it came to be the formation it 
currently is.  

As an individual drawn particularly to sedimentology, I might pick something like Siccar 
Point, Joggins Fossil Cliffs, or the Great Unconformity. Perhaps I would describe the narrative of 
each strata like the different stages of human life. Alternatively, say you’re a process 
geomorphologist: try anthropomorphizing a landform to describe its birth, life, and death (and, if 
you’re lucky, its rebirth). Think of a barrier island not simply as getting eroded and becoming a 
washover or a storm bar, but as sacrificing itself so that the beach may live on longer, or as 
undergoing a transformation to become a new character in the story of the coast. This exercise is 
meant to be creative and individual to what you are interested in, my suggestions are merely to 
give you an idea of possible directions to take.  



 Keep in mind that your elegy does not have to be prose! If you are interested in 
experimenting with verse, why not take the opportunity to make your elegy a poem? Rhyme, 
don’t rhyme, make odd line break choices, get away from the left-hand margin, write something 
interesting!  
 

  



Chapter 5: Metaphor 
 

“Young rocks communicate in plain prose, which makes them easy to read, but they typically 
have only one thing to talk about. The oldest rocks tend to be more allusive, even cryptic, 

speaking in metamorphic metaphor.”  
Marcia Bjornerud, 

Timefulness: How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World 
 
 In my experience as a student, metaphor is the most commonly used literary device to 
communicate about geology. It seems only natural; although humans are a natural part of this 
world, most of this planet’s processes extend past the limits of our understanding, both spatially 
and temporally. Metaphor relating sometimes complicated geological processes to everyday life 
can make learning feel fluid, but what makes a good metaphor? What are the dangers of 
metaphor? The majority of my work is intended to introduce geoscientists and geoscience 
students to new creative writing tools outside of metaphor, but this standby device is undeniably 
important to the field and must be addressed. 
 

--------- 
 
 While these selections were made on an independent, subjective basis, here are just some 
of the metaphors which I have come across in my studies. The metaphors that follow are drawn 
from coursework with professors, most of whom work in Temple University’s Earth and 
Environmental Sciences department. 

● The principle of superposition is like making a PB&J: you can’t put down your peanut 
butter before you put down your bread. The first slice of bread has to be the “oldest” part 
of your sandwich. All the sandwich ingredients -- peanut butter, jelly, the other slice of 
bread -- on top of that are “younger” than the bread you first put down. Rocks work the 
same way, with the oldest on the bottom. (Dr. Dennis Terry) 

● In groundwater, artesian wells function like holes poked in a garden hose. Yes, water 
continues flowing through the hose, but due to pressure, some water will squirt out of that 
hole, too. The same goes for confined aquifers: water will continue flowing in them, but 
if you drill an artesian well, water will squirt out just like it does with a hole in a garden 
hose. (Dr. Laura Toran) 

● Glaciers move underneath their weight the same way that silly putty does. If you ball up 
silly putty, then leave it sitting on the counter all day, you’ll come home to a flatter shape 
than the sphere it started in, because gravity pulls its weight down and pushes its edges 
out. Glaciers are more viscous than silly putty, so they move slower, but the type of 
movement is similar. (Dr. Susanne Lilja-Buchardt) 

● You can think of isostasy like an old foam couch. After you sit on the couch for awhile, 
you leave a depression where you were sitting, but that depression usually rebounds after 



you leave. The same thing happens when a large load is removed from a portion of crust, 
like when a glacier melts. The crust will rebound back to a higher elevation. (Dr. Jesse 
Thornburg) 

At some point in my life I would like to compile every single geologic metaphor I’ve ever heard 
or read. They’re everywhere in this field, and most of them have made my experience in geology 
much more fruitful.  
  These metaphors from my own professors are incredibly helpful, but it’s also important 
to include examples of science writing which use metaphor exceptionally. Though many works 
of science writing contain countless metaphors, the most successful ones draw on the 
particularities of science, not just broad concepts. In her explanation of earth history, Marcia 
Bjornerud writes on index fossils: “These index fossils -- as distinctive to specific geologic 
periods as pillbox hats and bell bottoms are to cultural eras -- made it possible to draw 
connections between layers that are not spatially continuous” (26-7). Bjornerud has crafted an 
exceptional metaphor. The two main characteristics of index fossils -- that they are short-lived 
(geologically speaking) and widespread -- align perfectly with fashion fads. Bjornerud arrives to 
this metaphor not by thinking about index fossils in general, but honing in on particular aspects 
of index fossils and mentally hunting for an everyday phenomenon which shares those 
particularities. This metaphor in particular is so strong that Bjornerud doesn’t even need to 
explicitly state “index fossils are related to fads because both are short-lived and widespread.” 
The audience, already reading with the assumed prior knowledge of fashion fads, can 
immediately understand what Bjornerud means without much explanation, the mark of a truly 
exceptional metaphor. Bill Bryson, who is much less scientist than Bjornerud but is an equally 
talented writer, includes a metaphor in his description of the Taconic Orogeny and its impact on 
the formation of the Appalachian Mountains in his book, A Walk in the Woods:  

The continents didn’t just move in and out from each other in some kind of grand slow-
motion square dance but spun in lazy circles, changed their orientation, went on cruises to 
the tropics and poles, made friends with smaller landmasses and brought them home. (68) 

Bryson’s metaphor is expertly executed for the same reason that Bjornerud’s is successful -- 
Bryson doesn’t dumb down the topic for the sake of metaphor. The implication of “continents 
didn’t just move [...] in some kind of grand slow-motion square dance” implies that the metaphor 
of a square dance would be oversimplifying plate motion. Instead, he uses the intricacies of 
tectonic motion as a platform to find an everyday counterpart that is even more reliable, 
incorporating the metaphors of cruises and friend-making as a substitute. 
 

--------- 
 
 Yet, as much as we owe to metaphor, it can be dangerous and even harmful to an 
audience’s understanding of a topic. Bjornerud, alongside using some metaphors [fluidly and 
expertly], warns against others: 



“[G]eologic textbooks invariably point out (almost gleefully) that if the 4.5 billion-year 
story of the Earth is scaled to a 24-hour day, all of human history would transpire in the 
last fraction of a second before midnight. But this is a wrongheaded, and even 
irresponsible, way to understand our place in Time. For one thing, it suggests a degree of 
insignificance and disempowerment that not only is psychologically alienating but also 
allows us to ignore the magnitude of our effects on the planet in that quarter second. And 
it denies our deep roots and permanent entanglement with Earth’s history; our specific 
clan may not have shown up until just before the clock struck 12:00, but our extended 
family of living organisms has been around since at least 6:00 a.m. Finally, the analogy 
implies, apocalyptically, that there is no future -- what happens after midnight? (17). 

Yes, the 24 hour metaphor is an easy way to convey the immensity of earth history to the 
average person, but Bjornerud points out that it’s a terribly dangerous turn of phrase. It’s 
important to consider Bjornerud’s warning while crafting metaphors for geoscience; in following 
metaphors through and thinking about them thoroughly, imperfections like this appear. At a 
glance, this may seem unimportant or excessively critical, but the long-term implications of 
metaphors can have lasting effects. As Bjornerud notes, the 24 hour metaphor can lead to readers 
feeling insignificant and disempowered, two feelings that science writers (and geoscientists in 
particular) must avoid inspiring in order to keep readers engaged on topics of climate change and 
the Anthropocene. Although these feelings are only implied through the 24 hour metaphor, who 
is to say that they’re not impactful? And, in an age where humanity is in serious jeopardy from 
the effects of climate change, shouldn’t science writers make every effort to avoid these 
implications while writing metaphor? 
 Metaphors can certainly be dangerous, but at their best, they can work to make complex 
subjects in geoscience feel accessible and everyday. By respecting the intricacies of geologic 
processes and finding relatable counterparts, science writers can make learning about the 
geosciences easy and fun for readers. It’s the most widely used device in geology for a reason, 
and with careful consideration of metaphors to their fullest extent along with careful analogy 
selection that accounts for the intricacies of geologic processes, geoscientists can harness the 
immense power of metaphor in their explanations of geoscience to the general public. 
 

--------- 
 

For this chapter’s assignment, you’ll be asked to practice your skills in metaphor, keeping 
in mind the examples above. I have provided you with two lists below, and there’s a couple of 
ways you can use them to practice making metaphors. You can: 

- Mix and match metaphor topics with geoscience topics! Pick whatever feels like the best 
fit for the topic you’re trying to explain. 

- Try and explain every geoscience topic using just one metaphor topic (ie: use the kitchen 
to describe isostasy, lateral continuity, subduction, etc). You can also do the reverse, 
using every metaphor topic to describe just one geoscience topic.  



- Treat this like a matching section on an exam. Match each metaphor topic to each 
geology topic and come up with a metaphor for each pair. This one may get a little tricky 
if you get to the end and you are left with a pair that doesn’t seem to go together 
perfectly. Embrace this discomfort! Use your creativity to come up with a metaphor that 
combines them. 

 
Metaphor Topics 
The kitchen 
School 
Transportation 
Sports 
A city 
The bathroom 
 
Geoscience Topics 
Isostasy 
Principle of Lateral Continuity 
Subduction 
Permafrost 
Longshore drift 
Contact metamorphism 

  



Chapter 6: Bringing It All Together 
 

“By pleasure drawn from discovery of new truths, the scientist is part poet, and by pleasure 
drawn from new ways to express old truths, the poet is part scientist. In this sense science and the 

creative arts are foundationally the same.”  
Edward O. Wilson, Letters To a Young Scientist 

 
--------- 

 
 My academic curiosities and excitements are usually torn between the arts and the 
sciences, and in my daily interactions with other students, I often feel as if I’m the only one 
caught in this tug-of-war. Once, while waiting for my chemistry lab to start, I sat outside the door 
with my other classmates, listening to their chatter. I heard a student start grilling one of my 
favorite English professors. Before long, he began deriding the subject in general: It’s useless. 
This is a waste of time. It’s too slippery to be worthwhile. I turned to him and began arguing; at 
the time, I wasn’t filled with much measure, and the conversation didn’t go anywhere.  

Since then, I’ve tried to address this subject more gently with my peers, and it happens 
with my fellow English students, too. One of my English professors joked as she passed out the 
wrong number of handouts, “I can’t count. I got a D in Calculus in high school, and it was the 
only bad grade I ever got.” One of my friends responded in jest, “You’re in a class of English 
students, we can all say the same.” Afterwards, I ended up chatting with my friend, not in 
admonishment but in genuine interest of her opinion: why do we collectively hold the 
assumption that liberal arts students aren’t good at math? A few days later, the subject 
reappeared. While eating lunch on the Geology floor, an environmental science student nearby 
sighed and pushed away the papers in front of her: “Shakespeare is awful.” My heart broke. 
 Although art and science often seem at odds, they are, as E.O. Wilson points out, 
“foundationally the same” (101). Though I’ve met my fair share of environmental science 
students who roll their eyes when I tell them my major, I’ve actually found the faculty in my 
program to be incredibly receptive towards the arts. Dennis Terry, one of my first-ever geology 
professors and the person I credit for my interest in this field, once told me that the department’s 
best recruits come from our art school. Those students already come in to earth sciences with a 
developed understanding of three-dimensional thinking, a necessary skill for success in 
geoscience.  

Just a few weeks before writing this chapter, I sat in my groundwater hydrology lab, 
nervously waiting amongst my peers for our hydrostratigraphic sections to be handed back. 
While drawing them the week prior, we had labored and complained over what felt like an 
arduous task. Translating borehole logs into a drawing that neatly and accurately reflected the 
data we were given was more challenging than anyone had expected. Our labs got handed back, 
and our TA, Jim Berglund, turned on the projector. There appeared an absolutely beautiful strat 
section. It contained none of the sharp, unnatural angles and shoddy coloring in my and other 



students’ submissions. The colors and shapes looked like someone really had taken a slice out of 
the ground and put it on a page. Jim laughed as he said, “Nice cross section, right? I called up a 
friend who’s an artist and asked her if she could do the same assignment as you guys, and this is 
what she sent me.”  
 

--------- 
 

But my professors aren’t the only scientists seeking to invite the arts, slowly but surely, 
into STEM environments. In her article for Nature entitled “Art-science collaborations: Change 
of perspective,” Sheila Mulrooney Eldred writes of a program called COLLIDE, in which 
Europe’s particle-physics laboratory, CERN, invites artists to its labs for residencies in which the 
artists can engage with scientists about their work and produce art about their experience. She 
writes of this program’s benefits for the scientists and artists alike: 

Explaining his work to them for their upcoming piece helped [Luis] Álvarez-Gaumé to 
find holes in his own knowledge. “It allows us to really see, to appreciate and understand 
what we are talking about,” he says. [Johanna] Kieniewicz agrees that working with 
artists helps scientists to reframe their thinking. “The artist will come in from a bit of a 
tangent, probing areas where scientists wouldn't think to probe,” she says. “They are 
really good at asking 'what if' questions — 'what if we could hear the Higgs boson?'” 
(Mulrooney Eldred) 

These scientists -- Luis Álvarez-Gaumé, a theoretical physicist, and Johanna Kieniewicz, a PhD 
in Earth and Planetary Sciences -- both agree that working with artists has helped them not only 
to examine their own work, but to theorize about the possibility of new perspectives on that 
work. A professor of my own, Dr. Ilya Buynevich, recently described tidal patterns to our coastal 
geomorphology class as an accordion. Tides stretch the reaches of waves in both directions, 
pushing them forward and pulling them back. The metaphor is appropriate and helpful for 
understanding tidal processes, but Mulrooney’s article begs exploration: what would the tides 
sound like played on the accordion? Would hearing the song help students conceptualize tidal 
patterns?  
 Mulrooney Eldred’s article does not only cover the application of arts to professional 
sciences; the arts deserve a place in every learning environment, whether that’s a world-class 
laboratory or a college classroom. Catherine Murphy, a Chemistry professor at the University of 
Illinois, has created a program which allows art students to collaborate with her chemistry 
students (Mulrooney Eldred). The program has proved valuable for the young artists and young 
scientists alike: 

And scientists are often awestruck by seeing artists portray what they've learned in 
completely new ways. Artists who have worked alongside Murphy's students, for 
example, have created everything from a dance interpreting the view through an electron 
microscope to a computer-sized block of canvas with light bulbs shining through at 
various levels of brightness, inspired by the gold particles that the artist glimpsed through 



a microscope. Because the results are usually exhibited to both scientists and artists, they 
provide an ideal opportunity for interdisciplinary conversations. (Mulrooney Eldred) 

These projects, small triumphs in the journey towards uniting art and science, allow scientists 
and artists alike to ask questions and depend on each other. Simply by creating this program, 
Murphy has curated a space where these students can connect. On most college campuses, art 
and science programs occupy separate buildings. It makes sense logistically and helps to 
organize a campus, but it segregates students. Without spending time in the same spaces, art 
students and science students have very little reason to interact academically, but by creating an 
environment specifically for these collaborative dialogues, educators can help their students see 
the value in new perspectives. 
 Although my work focuses primarily on creative writing as an art, there are countless 
other disciplines which could benefit geoscience. As mentioned, music could offer new and 
dynamic explanations of geologic phenomena, as could sculpture or painting or theater. This is 
not even to mention film, which has already had its hand in misrepresenting geoscience in 
movies like Dante’s Peak, The Core, Jurassic Park, and so many more. Why not encourage 
collaborations between filmmakers and geoscientists? Wouldn’t it be amazing, after decades of 
inaccurate films, to see geoscience represented on the silver screen as the exciting and gripping 
field it already is? There are so many opportunities for geologists to include artists of all kinds in 
their research and findings, and the products of that collaboration have the potential to be 
innovative and inspiring for scientists and artists alike. 
 

--------- 
 

 At this point, my work has covered just a few of the many, many ways that creative 
writing can aid the geosciences. Whether through identifying similar processes, learning about 
etymology and word choice, crafting narratives, or expanding metaphors, creative writing has 
much to offer to this field. Perhaps, together, we can practice the application of this knowledge 
and pursue a close reading of the following passage of Letters to a Young Scientist: 

Let me go on to outline the morality and aesthetics of an imaginary termite-like  
civilization on another planet similar to our own, which I’ve based on Earth termites of 
the present day but bigger and raised to human-level intelligence. [...] Life is spartan, and 
any deviation from the rules of the group, any attempt to reproduce or to attack others, is 
punished by death. Corpses of the workers that have died for any reason are eaten. 
Workers who grow ill or suffer injuries are also eaten. Communication is almost wholly 
by pheromones, from the tastes and scents of secretions released from glands located up 
and down the length of the body, as the source of our sound is in our larynx and mouth. 
Think of our human way in this remarkable line from Vladimir Nabakov’s famous novel 
Lolita: ‘Lo-lee-ta: the tip of the tongue taking a trip of three steps to tap, at three, on the 
teeth.’ [...] Pheromonal music, translated into sounds, might sound beautiful to us. It 
could unfold in melodies, cadenzas, beats, crescendos, and, with orchestras of the 



supertermites participating, symphonies, much more. All of this would be experienced by 
smell. (Wilson 172-4) 

In this short passage, Wilson employs many of the skills addressed in this guide. The entire 
premise of this passage is hinged upon a topic discussed in Chapter 5 -- creating a narrative for 
science. Instead of describing the already interesting topic of termite colonies, Wilson brings the 
subject to life by asking what a narrative about it would look like. Suddenly, the topic is alive 
with intrigue. Termite societies, with a narrative, become chilling and mysterious, reeling the 
reader in, even if she has no interest in entomology. Beyond crafting a story alone, Wilson brings 
readers in through invoking the senses, inviting the audience to employ touch, smell, and hearing 
in consuming the narrative and understanding the importance of pheromones.  

Wilson also takes advantage of careful word choice. Take, for example, “Life is spartan, 
and any deviation from the rules of the group, any attempt to reproduce or to attack others, is 
punished by death.” Wilson describes life in the colony as “spartan.” This word, loaded with 
meaning and connotation, immediately conveys to the reader the severe and intense descriptions 
to follow. Operating on the assumed knowledge of Spartan society, famous for its industrial and 
warlike spirit in Ancient Greece, Wilson conveys a great amount of meaning to his reader 
through a single word. The economy of his language here is outstanding. Through “spartan” 
alone, Wilson connotes the severity of his imagined termite society in an instant.  

Wilson also blends word choice and metaphor in his use of “Lolita.” Though the word 
itself is part of a larger metaphor, Wilson invites his audience to embrace physicality in their 
reading of his text. Drawing from Nabakov’s novel, Wilson asks his audience to pronounce the 
name “Lolita” out loud. In doing so, they will feel the word unfurling in their mouth, and this 
feeling will mimic the way that the “tastes and scents of secretions [release] from glands located 
up and down the length of the body” in termites. Through incorporating this single word -- Lolita 
-- from Nabakov’s work, Wilson uses word choice as a metaphor. The word, unrolling linearly in 
our mouths, creates a comparable sensation to pheromones spreading through the body of 
termites. 

Beyond invocation of “Lolita” as a physical metaphor, Wilson incorporates larger 
metaphors of sound to help explain pheromones to his readers. Obviously, humans have little to 
no counterparts for a smell that is as powerful as pheromones, so Wilson doesn’t try to fabricate 
a counterpart. Instead, he uses metaphor to explain: “Pheromonal music, translated into sounds, 
might sound beautiful to us. It could unfold in melodies, cadenzas, beats, crescendos, and, with 
orchestras of the supertermites participating, symphonies, much more. All of this would be 
experienced by smell.” Wilson connects pheromones to music, and in doing so he successfully 
translates the importance and beauty of pheromones in termite colonies to the importance and 
beauty of music in human society. Wilson has done something particularly special by keeping 
his metaphor within sensory realms: what a termite smells could be similar to what humans hear. 
And the metaphor doesn’t stop there. Wilson gets into the specifics of music, carrying over the 
importance of specific metaphors from Chapter 5. He speaks of the flexibility of time in 



cadenzas, the rhythmic reliability of beats, the swelling volumes of crescendos -- all of which 
further the reader’s understanding of pheromones as so much more than just a smell.  

By crafting a narrative for termites and then employing word choice and metaphor to 
convey the importance and complexity of pheromones to his readers, Wilson translates termite 
society into a human one in an engaging, exciting way. Pheromones, a potentially dull and 
pedantic topic, have become alive. In fact, the devices Wilson puts to work do not turn 
pheromones into a dynamic and exciting topic, but rather reveal the dynamic and exciting topic 
which they already are. This is the mark of exceptional science writing: to convey to the average 
reader the magic and drama that scientists know these subjects hold.  
 

--------- 
 
 While incorporating the arts into geoscience isn’t necessarily new work, it is important 
work; that being said, it has a time and place. The application of creative writing to geoscience 
isn’t appropriate for every scenario. For example, the findings of a formal paper submitted to an 
academic journal for geoscience? Maybe not the best space for personification. But for every 
situation where creative writing shouldn’t be used in conjunction with geoscience, two or more 
places where it does belong spring forth. 
 First and foremost, the arts can benefit geoscience in educational scenarios. Yes, these 
scenarios are most commonly classrooms, but it is foolish to limit our thinking in this way. 
Education -- and geoscience education in particular -- can happen anywhere. An immediate 
application which comes to mind is the National Park Service’s Interpretation Division. Rangers 
working for this department dedicate their time to educating the public about geologic resources 
and preservation, and this job could be made easier with the help of creative writing techniques. 
But education doesn’t even need to be formal. How about explaining this stuff to a friend or 
family member while on a hike or nature walk? Perhaps a metaphor could facilitate their 
understanding of the great sample you stumbled upon.  
 It is also foolish to ignore forms of media outside of writing. This field guide focuses 
heavily on writing, but there is an incredible amount of space for multimedia about geology 
which incorporates the creative principles outlined in this work. There are plenty of geology 
podcasts out there, but have any of them really struck the right balance between science and art? 
How many inaccurate Hollywood movies are there about geology? (Countless.) Maybe if the 
filmmakers had a conversation with a geoscientist that involved allegory or etymology or 
narrative, they would have understood geoscience more thoroughly and produced a better film.  
 I have one final suggestion for application, and it is my hope that someone, someday, will 
bring it to life. At Temple University, I work as a Conversation Partner. My job is to just chat 
with anyone who is in the process of learning English, and help them develop their language 
skills through conversation. One of the resources I like using in these sessions is an app called 
Newsela. This app takes news articles and offers them in different levels of English proficiency, 
so readers can read the same article at a couple of different skill levels. I would love a similar 



app for geoscience, or science in general. It would be revolutionary for scientists to make their 
papers available in more than one level of proficiency. Perhaps one could be geared for the 
layman, the other for scientific peers. In an ideal world, there would be even more levels 
between. This is a Big Idea, but I think that it could have immense benefits for geoscientists and 
the public alike. 
 

--------- 
 

At this point, you’ve collected some valuable skills in creative writing. After reading 
about instances of them in science writing, then hopefully applying them yourself through the 
end-of-chapter exercises, you’ve come a long way in developing your writing toolbox. Now it’s 
time to put them to the test. 
 Edward O. Wilson’s Letters to a Young Scientist is a central text in this research. It 
contains brief letters to aspirational science students. Your final exercise is a culmination of all 
the skills you’ve worked on in previous exercises. Drawing inspiration from Wilson’s letters, 
write your own letter to a young geologist. 
 Here is where you employ every tool in your arsenal: Use metaphor! Descriptive words! 
Simile! Adjectives that only kind of make sense! Get silly and get creative. While doing so, keep 
in mind that this is not where you’ll be describing quantitative elements of your research; 
instead, this is the place where you tell a story. Think of a formative experience that you had as a 
young geoscientist. What did it make you feel? How can you get your readers to feel that too? 
 You can write however much or however little you please for this exercise, but in the 
hopes of practicing economic word choice, you’re encouraged to keep it around 2,500 words 
maximum. It may help you to read a couple of Wilson’s letters for context, but if you’d rather 
just draw inspiration from the topics of his letters, here’s a list of his table of contents:  
 

- First Passion, Then Training 
- Mathematics 
- The Path to Follow 
- What is Science? 
- The Creative Process 
- What It Takes 
- Most Likely to Succeed 
- I Never Changed 
- Archetypes of the Scientific Mind 
- Scientists as Explorers of the Universe 
- A Mentor and the Start of a Career 
- The Grails of Field Biology 
- A Celebration of Audacity 
- Know Your Subject, Thoroughly 



- Theory and the Big Picture 
- Science as Universal Knowledge 
- Searching for New Worlds on Earth 
- The Making of Theories 
- Biological Theory on a Grand Scale 
- Theory in the Real World 
- The Scientific Ethic 

 
 

 
 
 

  



Appendix A: Creative Contacts 
 
Within these pages, you’ve learned a lot about how geoscience and art can benefit each other, but 
the intended audience of this book (yes, you!) is geoscientists and geoscience students. While 
most scientists have an immense network of folks they can call upon for help, I worry that the 
majority of these contacts may be other scientists. At the very least, it never hurts to have other 
people in your corner, and I thought I would provide some creative contacts that you can add to 
your network. These folks specialize in all sorts of different arts and will almost definitely be 
able to help you with any questions about the arts and creativity! 
 

- Film & Media Arts 
- Duncan Brady (film, screenwriting), duncan@temple.edu 
- Brynn Hackett (film, screenwriting), brynn@temple.edu  
- Bridget O’Hara (photography, film), ohara@temple.edu 

- Literature & Creative Writing 
- Kyle Baskin, kylebaskin@temple.edu 
- Alex Ennes, alex@temple.edu 
- Andrew Ervin, ervin@temple.edu  
- Pattie McCarthy, pmccarth@temple.edu 

- Music 
- Olivia Broderick (voice performance), liv@temple.edu  
- Matthew Janis (musical theater), mjj@temple.edu 
- Brooke Mead (viola performance, musicology), brooke.mead@temple.edu  

- Visual Art 
- Zach Martin (landscape painter), zmartin@temple.edu  
- Lauren Pinson (ceramics, art education), lauren.pinson@temple.edu  
- Aaron Skarzenski (art history), aaron.skarzenski@temple.edu  

 
 

  



Appendix B: Suggested Reading 
 
Below you will find a list of books, articles, and artwork that I have found helpful and exciting in 
my research process. Although not all of these works have been incorporated into my writing, 
they were all useful to my own understanding of the intersection between science (often 
geoscience) and art. 
 

● Bjornerud, Marcia 
○ Timefulness: How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World (Marcia 

Bjornerud) 
● Bryson, Bill 

○ A Short History of Nearly Everything 
○ A Walk in the Woods 

● Cobbs, Allison 
○ Plastic: An Autobiography 

● Eldred, Sheila Mulroony 
○ “Art-science collaborations: a change of perspective” 

● Kyu, David and Ilyssa 
○ Campfire Stories 

● Macfarlane, Robert 
○ “The Word-Hoard: Robert Macfarlane on rewilding our language of landscape” 

● Scappettone, Jennifer 
○ The Republic of Exit 43: Outtakes & Scores from an Archaeology and Pop-Up 

Opera of the Corporate Dump 
● Spahr, Juliana 

○ That Winter the Wolf Came 
● Tsing, Anna 

○ “Arts of Inclusion, or How to Love a Mushroom” 
● Weiner, Jonathon and Tim Folger 

○ The Best American Science and Nature Writing 2005 
● Wilson, Edward O. 

○ Letters to a Young Scientist (E.O. Wilson) 
 
 

  



Appendix C: Extra Credit 
 
Hurray! You’ve made it to the end, and hopefully you’ve completed every end-of-chapter 
exercise. If you really enjoyed those exercises and are looking to stretch your creative writing 
muscles a little bit more, I’ve compiled a small list of extra exercises which you can check out: 
 
Personifying Rocks 

- Remember what it felt like to create a narrative for the rock record? Well, you’re going to 
do it again! Just in a slightly different way: 

- You are to imagine that you are a rock and describe how it feels to go through the rock 
cycle. You may choose any path through the cycle you wish, but you should include at 
least two processes.  

- If you’re struggling to think of what to say, here are some prompting questions 
that you may want to use for brainstorming: 

- What emotions are you experiencing at various points? Boredom? Fear? 
Anxiety? Excitement? 

- What are some human physical sensations that might correlate to these 
processes? What do you know about those sensations and can you pull 
from specific vocabulary associated with them? 

- For example: I thought about heat and burning common in 
metamorphic and igneous processes, so I looked up the Wikipedia 
article for “burn.” I found some interesting vocab as a result: 
blanching, blistering, scald. Of course, Wikipedia shouldn’t be 
used as a formal academic source, but as a writer, it’s an excellent 
tool for vocab ideas. 

- As a rock, how does your history affect your perception of the future? This 
aligns with character arcs and development -- if two characters with 
different pasts are facing the same future, they may have vastly different 
responses to the same situation. How could this apply to rocks? If you’ve 
spent your entire “life” as a sedimentary rock, how might you feel about 
contact metamorphism turning you into something else? How about if you 
were “born” as basalt in a Pacific volcanic island, but your island starts to 
sink and suddenly carbonates are forming around you? 

 
Explaining one concept at different levels 

- Some concepts are hard to explain to anyone, but what would you say if you were 
explaining plate tectonics to a 5-year-old? How would that explanation change if you 
were addressing a college graduate? A colleague? This exercise explores the different 
ways we can talk to people with different skill levels.  

- First, watch a WIRED YouTube video from this playlist: www.tinyurl.com/levelsofdiff 



- These are videos of experts explaining a concept in their field at 5 levels of 
difficulty. They explain something to: a child, a teenager, a college student in that 
field, a postgraduate student in that field, and a colleague. 

- Listen to their language closely while watching and pay close attention to the 
following items: 

- Questions. What kind of questions does the explainer ask? To whom? 
Why ask them? 

- Vocabulary. How does the explainer’s vocabulary change from skill level 
to skill level? Where does jargon enter the mix? 

- Devices. Does the explainer use any of the devices we’ve covered in this 
handbook (metaphor, word choice, personification, etc)? 

- Keep in mind that age isn’t everything! You could have an adult who hasn’t 
received very much education in the sciences or you could have a particularly 
accelerated young student who may require an explanation at the same level. In 
moments where you’re applying these skills in the field, you’ll have to use your 
discretion. 

- When you’ve finished, try doing it yourself! You can do this in one of two ways: 
- Write it down. It’s tried, true, and you’ll have something to hang on the fridge 

when you’re done. 
- If you’re looking for a little more fun, try this at your next family gathering. Tap a 

couple shoulders, ask your 4 year old niece if you can have her attention, do the 
same with your parents or grandparents -- try out a couple skill levels in person! 

 
Poetry Rocks! 

- I know, I know. But listen to this. Rock haikus. I mean -- it just makes sense. 
- The haiku is a Japanese poem that follows a lot of particular rules. For our purposes, we 

will use the following basic guidelines: the first line consists of 5 syllables, the second 
consists of 7, the last consists of 5, and the subject has to be a rock. Typically, haikus are 
about nature in general, so if you’re particularly drawn to a non-geologic aspect of the 
geosciences, go for it and write whatever you want, just make sure it’s grounded in 
nature. 

- Here are some additional rules you can impart upon yourself if you’re looking for 
a challenge: 

- No jargon! As we’ve covered, jargon usually muddles meanings for non-
scientists and puts a cap on our ideas for creative word choices. 

- No description of how the rock formed or classification. Our purpose in 
this exercise is not identification, it’s to think about the rock in a way you 
haven’t before. It doesn’t matter if the reader can identify the rock! 

- If you’re having trouble knowing where to start, mull these questions over: 



- What shape is the rock? Where have you seen this shape before in a non-
geological setting? 

- How about color? Does it look familiar to you? Again, stay away from 
geological settings! 

- Does the rock have any sensory distinctions like smell or taste you can 
draw from? What about sound -- how would it sound banged against itself 
or cracked open with a hammer?  

- If a haiku isn’t enough of a challenge for you, try out other forms! One of my favorites to 
play with is the Shakespearean sonnet. It’s a 14-line poem consisting of three four-line 
stanzas and ending with a fourth stanza which is a two-line couplet (a rhyming pair of 
lines). The rhyme structure is as follows: ABAB CDCD EFEF GG. There are other rules 
to a Shakespearean sonnet, but for our purposes, following these ones should be enough! 

 
Get Your Hands Dirty 

- Note: this exercise may or may not be accessible to you based on cost. 
- For this exercise, take a pottery class. Of all arts, pottery may be one which is most 

closely connected with geology, on par with carving sculptures from marble. To be a 
successful artist in pottery and ceramics, a thorough understanding of clay and its 
scientific properties is essential. Ceramic artists also often have an incredible 
understanding of the chemical processes that take place in the glazing and firing process.  

- An incredibly talented artist and nun, Corita Kent, once developed a set of rules for the 
art classroom and for life. Rule 2 reads as follows: “General duties of a student: pull 
everything out of your teacher. Pull out everything out of your fellow students.” (“Art + 
Life Rules from a Nun”). This will become your mission in this exercise. 

- When you take this pottery class, make time for the following: 
- Pulling everything out of your teacher. What does this artist know about science? 

Ask a question to them even if you know the answer. Listen to how they speak 
and take note if it’s different from how you would explain your answer. 

- Pulling everything out of yourself. What, scientifically, do you know about what 
you’re doing?  

- Pull everything out of your fellow classmates. Perhaps they’re not as 
knowledgeable about the science going on, but they may be valuable resources to 
learn more about art. Why are they taking the class? What does making art mean 
to them? 
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